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Helicopter Institute Accepts Delivery of NVG Upgrade from Aero Dynamix

Euless, TX - Aero Dynamix, Inc. (ADI) is very proud to announce their selection by Helicopter Institute as the preferred NVIS provider for their training rotorcraft. “We are extremely pleased to be working with Randy Rowles at Helicopter Institute” said ADI’s Chief Operating Officer Tonka Hufford. The NVG modifications are comprised of a combination of internal lighting modifications to OEM equipment, replacement of illuminated panels and additions of NVG compatible overlays.

“Not many companies can boast longevity of the appearance and functionality of an NVG cockpit modification except for Aero Dynamix. In my opinion, this should be a leading question and validation point investigated when evaluating vendors for an NVG cockpit modification. The longevity of the installation helps support the value of the aircraft. This was and is an important factor when we determined our vendor for our NVG cockpit lighting modifications,” said Randy Rowles, President of Helicopter Institute.
About Aero Dynamix
Aero Dynamix Inc. is in Euless, Texas and is the industry leader in NVG cockpit modifications as well as illuminated panel technology. Aero Dynamix currently holds 36 NVG cockpit Supplemental Type Certificates covering 48 aircraft models along with 15 EASA STC’s, JCAB, and ANAC validations. AS9100 & ISO 9001. MIL-DTL-7788 QPL qualified for Illuminated panels. www.aerodynamix.com

About Helicopter Institute
Based in Fort Worth Texas, Helicopter Institute provides pilot training and advanced NVG training on many different helicopters makes and models. For more information about Helicopter Institute visit their website. www.helicopterinstitute.com
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